The Rise and Fall of The NEW Four Seasons 1966 to 1977
Chapter 9—
9—Aftermath
The end of the NEW Four Seasons left
the fans dismayed at what was happening. Communications were less
speedy back then with no internet or
cell phones and snail-mail between the
UK and USA was as it is now…a
week….but quarterly Newsletters kept
fans informed of what was known,
which was very little. Rumour and
counter-rumour bounced around. John
Paiva tried to keep the band together
as an entity but the inability to trade on
their name ( a contract limitation still in
place today by lawyer Peter Bennett)
and the expense of marketing themselves (and touring) to their world wide
fan base was something they didn’t
feel they could do. And they needed a
recording deal.
Rex Woodard’s take on the period reveals the rumours and uncertainty…”The last concert of
the tour had occurred at Radio City Music Hall on October 8. Warner-Curb wanted to
tape the performance for an album but Private Stock, Valli’s label, refused permission.
The actual final appearance took place on November 22nd 1977 at the Aladdin in Las
Vegas. Fans reacted with puzzlement when the group quit singing any songs from the
‘Helicon’ album late in the tour. That hardly seemed to make sense since any future
Four Seasons stage act would require new material to perform. Serious questions also
arose as to who would remain in the new group. Valli announced that Lee Shapiro
would split off to be Valli’s fulltime arranger. Since Valli had told reporters on several
occasions that “he wouldn’t be surprised” if Gaudio rejoined the group on stage, at
least in the beginning …..did this mean Gaudio would replace Shapiro? Gaudio denied
this rumour. Reports also circulated that the Four Seasons management was talking to
a couple of performers with styles similar to Valli’s in order to duplicate the old songs
on stage when the new group resumed touring. By early 1978 the true picture emerged.
The Four Seasons no longer existed. Paiva reportedly ‘retired’ from the music business
and Barry Manilow hired Polci away for several projects.”
In fact, in complete disillusionment, Gerry Polci was talking of leaving the business altogether
but through contacts joined the Barry Manilow touring band. Frankie Valli had persuaded Lee
Shapiro to stay on as his musical director and he asked him to hire a group of musicians and
lead his ‘solo’ band as musical director. Lee found top quality ‘jazz’ musicians to form the
band and a team of male and female session singers for the back-up vocals. The band included pianist Mitch Foremen, guitarist Tim Breen, Harvey Auger on bass, drummer Ron
Tierne and Richard Garcia on percussion. Lee didn’t have much choice……at least he had a
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job offer…”I was given the choice to remain a "Season" or go out as Frankie's Musical
Director. I chose the latter because I didn't have as much confidence in the success of a
"new" non- Frankie- Four Seasons (without the name) as I did an "established" nonFour Seasons- Frankie Valli.”
John found recovery from the
break-up very tough to take……
“The group had broken up and I
now needed a place to stay. My
brother Bob who at that time was
living in the Hollywood, area
agreed to put me up for a while
so I could look up some contacts
in hopes of scaring up some
work. I think put UP with me
would be more accurate. He has
always been a loner and my presence was more than a little disturbing, but he was totally cool.
My brother truly became my
brother in that period of time.
Every once in a while he would
slip me a hundred dollar bill.
Nothing attached. Just a helping
hand. I will never forget this. It
wasn’t the money, it was the circumstances. I needed him and he
was there. His place was a
stones throw from the Improv
Comedy Club. While we were in
Vegas the last time, a comedian
who was a fan of the Seasons
was also appearing. He was to
MC the Johnny Carson show one night and was interested in signing the group for it. I
was looking forward to that as I had been watching the Carson Show since it started
and the Doc Severinson band was so hip, who wouldn’t want to do that show. I was
quite surprised when Gerry who knew I was in LA called and said the show was on and
asked if I was interested. Don was on the east coast but Lee flew out to conduct and we
did the show with Frankie and the girl backup singers who were also in LA. Sitting in
that band was a real high. We did 'Swearing To God.' It is quite ironic that another party
should hire the former Seasons to back Frankie Valli after such an experience…but it
happened.”
The break-up experience haunted John for some years until he wrote down his feelings in his
biography…. “Since my experience with The Seasons I have had re-curing dreams. I am
always late, in the wrong uniform, at the wrong venue or some other horror trip for a
musician. I believe that the falling apart of what I thought of as a family, destroyed my
ability to function in a total norm. For years I have tried to understand why I was so injured. Don also suffered, but Gerry and Lee seemed unscathed. In a meeting I had with
Don in May of 1996 at his home in Jersey he finally gave me a way of understanding
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what took place. Lee was a super talent at a very tender age as was Gerry and both
came into this hit group. I on the other hand had spent 15 years trying to get there only
to have it explode in my face. Don had worked so hard and invested so much energy
that he too was hurt by this. Yet he seemed not as devastated as I. Finally he gave me
some perspective when he said: “John, for Lee and Gerry, The Seasons was merely a
stepping stone in their careers. We on the other hand thought that we had made it! We
had been working toward that goal. It was something that we both wanted.” Don hit it on
the head that day. Since that conversation, my horror dreams have lessened. They are
not completely gone but this perspective has been a help.............. Thanks DJ.”

But John today also remains grateful to former Seasons Gerry Polci…. “I found out recently
that I have a lot to thank Gerry for in getting me into the Four Seasons….not only for
spotting me playing with the Happenings and recommending me to Bob, Frankie and
the other guys…..but he was the one that argued for my inclusion in the group when
Joe was let go. Frankie thought I was too fat for the new, young looking image he
wanted for the group. Gerry argued that my musical contribution would more than compensate for any ‘image’ negativity that was being perceived. Fortunately for me he was
convincing.”
“And again I must reiterate. I think ‘Helicon’ was a great album, perhaps a bit ahead of
its time. I, as a musician, never cared about the marketing value. The Seasons played
and sung and arranged their butts off for this project and even if I stand alone, I love the
project and I am proud to have been a part.
The only resentment which still holds true today more than 30 years later, is the way we
were treated as members of the Four Seasons. At no time was I made to feel a true
member. The money was never what it should have been for a R&R star, and when the
end came, the rug was pulled from under us and the door slammed shut.
‘Helicon’ should have been our beginning and for what ever reason, it was our end. A
couple of years later, some of the guys toured again with Frankie, and I was not called.
A little salt in the wound? perhaps. On the other hand, by then I was starting a new life
in Germany and who knows what might have happened if I had been called? It hurt to
not even have been given a chance, but being hurt or rejected is a major part of show
biz.”
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Rex Woodard again on more rumours….”Gaudio and Valli never intended for the group to
fade away. From their office in Beverly Hills (listed as the “Four Seasons Partnership”)
they contemplated alternatives. Ciccone stated in April 1978 that he would remain in
the Four Seasons with three new members. The new group would be Gaudio’s vehicle
to explore new musical horizons. This concept never got off the ground. A second rumour had Joe Long rejoining the group. Their attention became diverted with Valli’s
solo career. Valli left Private Stock in January and signed a one record deal to record
“Grease” for RSO. ……. “Grease” was recorded in the style of the Four Seasons more
than in Valli’s preferred ballad mode”
Bob Gaudio remained keenly interested in new directions notwithstanding the collapse of the
Four Seasons….after their ‘rock’ experiment. Lee
Shapiro observed…”The most difficult thing to
achieve in the music business is to gain the trust
of investors (record co. or individual) to believe in
your dream. Bob did that repeatedly.” Ironically
Bob’s interest in FM Rock took him to a concert in San
Fransisco – He saw ‘Stoneground’ in concert and he
liked the group so much he wanted to produce their
next album. ‘Heart Of Stone’ was released on Warner
Curb BSK 3187 in 1978. With Judy Parker he wrote a
song called ‘Deeper Than Love’ which appears on
the album. The song was a perfect style for the NEW
Four Seasons and would have been an ideal launch to
their split from Valli. ‘Stoneground’ didn’t release it as
a single. The song re-surfaced in a harmony arrangement similar to the Seasons sound by the Temptations
on their ‘Close To You’ album in 1984.
Frankie Valli spent the first half of
1978 doing live ‘solo’ concerts.
The band was “blowing him
away” and Lee had to tone down
their playing. And his final release
on Private Stock was the album
‘Frankie Valli ‘Hits’’ PVLP1041
which came out in the USA in
April 1978 on PS 7012 - "Special
Limited Edition" containing only
eight tracks. (My Eyes Adored
You/Our Day Will Come/We're
All Alone/ Boomerang/ Swearin'
To God/Fallen Angel/Easily/
Rainstorm). The company would
go bust within six months.
The US fan club “papered over”
the split saying the band couldn’t
have stayed together….it was
complete ‘bullshit’ but even
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Steve Bailey couldn’t explain it. He said of the split…”’Why? It is so hard to say”. All he
could do was offer some unconvincing observations as to why it happened. Only now do we
know some of the truth but as for the reasons behind the decision…only Bob and Frankie
know that. It was a decision that would effectively destroy the sound and identity of the group,
but perhaps on the face of it, success as a solo artist for Frankie heralded a bright new future
and that clearly was his priority.
Suddenly as Rex Woodard described, Frankie Valli was asked by Barry Gibb if he would like to
do the title song the Bee Gees had written for the movie of the show ‘Grease’. He felt Valli’s
voice would best capture the 60’s feel he wanted from the song. He jumped at the chance recording it in a style reminiscent of his up-tempo 60s solo tracks ( c/f ‘You’re Ready Now’)
‘Grease’ came out in the UK on 45 on August 17th 1978 and a week later it zoomed into the
charts at #58 eventually reaching #3 (on 30th September for 2 weeks) and having been released in May in the USA it reached #1 there by August (also #1 in Australia and Holland). The
movie score LP also achieved #1 in the LP charts. A Frankie Valli album was rushed out by
Warner Bros /Curb by 9th September in the USA
‘Frankie Valli Is The Word’ BKS 3233
Frankie strangely publicly issued a ‘Frankie Valli Regrets!’ article in Pop Biz in Holland saying he was returning to the 4 Seasons. “After a short career as a
solo singer he is returning to the group with whom
he had hits all over the world.” He was quoted as
saying… ‘I regret the success I had with ‘Grease’
…..It is just like going to bed with someone else.
At first it is very nice but afterwards you get a
nasty knock’….”What I wanted for such a long
time was a solo hit, but ‘Grease’ was an all too
easy success. Anybody could have had a hit record with this song…..It is a fantastic song but my
musical part in it is zero. I just feel like a juke-box
played by someone else. That’s why I am returning
to the Four Seasons. It is with them I want to make
new hits. After all we as the Four Seasons have
had more hits than the Bee Gees.” A simply crazy
response to a world wide #1 record. It would be his
last. To add to the confusion for fans a German magazine ‘Musik Joker’ quoted him as saying…”I am a
solo singer and I want to stay a solo singer in the
future” Maybe it really was a joke!
Rumours emerged that the 3 back-up singers (Krystal
Davies, Jean Graham and Jim Zimmerman) had left
the band and had sued Frankie and this rumour coincided with him canceling all of his October concert
dates
‘Frankie Valli Is The Word’ BKS 3233, featuring the hit single ‘Grease’, was a colossal failure, reaching only #160 in the US album charts and probably led Frankie to realise that as a
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solo artist he couldn't survive. The fact is, that by 1978, the Four Seasons omnipresence in all
of Valli’s work made the idea of a successful solo career a weak concept. And The Four Seasons name….was ….just like the Beach Boys with theirs…. ‘lashed forever more to the mast
of their own back-catalogue’. He could never escape it and never has. Why he tried to is difficult to say but all we can do is speculate it was down to ego or bad advice?
George Ingram saw the last concert of 1978 before the winter break at Resorts International
Hotel/Casino at Atlantic City on 17th November. George commented that “Frankie’s voice
seemed to falter in places and the non - Four Seasons back-up vocals were really not
up to standard.” He clearly needed “to get back with the Four Seasons” was George’s assessment. Fans generally found the shows disappointing both vocally and musically. Rumours
surfaced that he would not re-commence shows until April 1979
Frankie tried to explain himself in an interview which was published in the UK 'emergency
newsletter' from April 1979
"Even knowing how laid back he is doesn't prepare you for the casual way he drops the
surprising news that he's been working to get back with the 4 Seasons to do a tour and
record an album from it. "There's a possibility that we may do a re-union tour so that we
can cut a live album with 'Frankie Valli and the 4 Seasons', he says. We never cut a live
album and I was with them for 17 years. We've gotten an incredible amount to mail from
people asking us to do it. So we are going to cut one"
What is it going to take to put it together?
"It would take a whole lot" he answers, "But whatever it would take it would be worthwhile. It would be a fun tour. We'd probably take something like 20 days which is plenty
of time to cut an album" . He's aiming at this winter as the target date for the tour but he
makes it clear that the re-union might not end with the tour. "The group kind of quit itself in the middle of its own success” he explains. (In fact he sacked them….ed) "It was
just one of those situations. People were not accepting the group without me being in it
and the group itself was not accepting it as much as it should have, because it could
have been successful. Most people think of the 4 Seasons and immediately put me in it.
For the 17 years I was with the group I was the only lead singer they had." Last year was
the first he worked without them. "We've called a couple of them and they are very interested in doing this" he adds.
Why would a performer, who had struck out on his own and had such success as Valli
had with 'Grease and his Las Vegas career, want to re-group the people he left to find
that success. "In my situation the 4 Seasons were such an intimate part of my life that
my ego doesn't get in the way.....to say that I would never do that again" he says " I enjoyed doing that or I would never have done it to start with. "
This was his take on the end of the NEW 'Four Seasons' and what had been their growing
self-identity. His reaction to solo ‘block bookings’ in places like Las Vegas ….he says, in the
rest of the article …..was that he “couldn't work nightly in the same place with an orchestra backing him”.. ……..even though he aspired to match his hero Frank Sinatra... He couldn’t give an explanation for why he wouldn’t invest in the now ‘former’ group and their worldwide reputation from the ‘Who Loves You’ album and the world tour. Now he realized he
needed a new band and a new direction. The big mistake finally came home to roost and he
saw his popularity fading.
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Lee Shapiro by this time was disillusioned. He had been a huge creative talent in the group,
expanding his experience as arranger and producer working with the group and Valli solo.
John Paiva recalled one example of Lee’s work…. “Lee Shapiro was a brilliant talent as an
arranger. When we were to go to Las Vegas to play, Frankie decided he wanted a string
section of 25 guys to accompany us on the show. This decision was the night before we
were to travel. So on the flight Lee wrote the whole arrangement up and had it duplicated when we arrived. The string section delivered a perfect rendition on the night of
the concert and had no problem reading Lee’s charts.” But Lee felt he couldn’t find that
expressive role anymore. He needed to move on and be more creative. He became and remains an inventor. …….but maybe as a performer and arranger he could still achieve something? He left his role with Frankie on 12th July 1979 ironically again at the Las Vegas Aladdin
Hotel Showroom. Jim Henry, Frankie’s road manager also left after this date. ….but he would
return later. The shows were deteriorating and Frankie was struggling to get the right ‘sound’
from his changing entourage.
During this time Frankie phoned Gerry Polci and Don Ciccone and persuaded them to return.
Money was an important factor in winning them over after the previous ‘sacking’ fiasco
As the year ended Bob Crewe was back after his
road accident and working again with Frankie
who had a Crewe/Brown penned new release.
‘Fancy Dancer’( L.Russell Brown – Bob
Crewe) b/w ‘Needing You’ (Valli-TigheShapiro) Warner-Cub WBS 8734.RE1. The ‘A’
side produced by Bob Gaudio and L.Russell
Brown and arranged by “Hall & Bones” was a somewhat lightweight disco number and became a minor hit (#77). Disco was surviving….for now.
But in the record business, a combination of factors where threatening all labels and artists. As
Steve Knopper describes in ‘Appetite For Self-Destruction – The Spectacular Crash Of The
Record Industry In The Digital Age’. “One man nearly destroyed the music industry in
the late ‘70s. His name was Steve Dahl….and in a maniacally nasal voice, he pioneered
shock radio with his outrageous stunts.”
He set out in 1979 to destroy the disco market. Knopper again….
“ Dahl’s hatred for discos ran deep and personal. He took his radio “show on the road
packing a suburban Chicago nightclub with a ‘death to disco’ rally….Why did rock fans
in Chicago hate disco so much?....Because it ‘sucked’. That’s why. The songs, the dancing, the roller-skating, the disco balls, the heavy make-up- it was all so massive, so
goofy and over the top.”
“Disco sucks!...Disco sucks!....was the new mantra of white America….Almost thirty
years later the idea of furiously hating disco seems ridiculous. It’s incredible to me that
rock fans would actually riot to hear REO Speedwagon and Foreigner on their local airwaves instead. Anyway disco’s grooves never died they just went underground, in the
form of ‘house’ music and other big-city warehouse happenings of the early 80s. But in
1979, discos had been rammed headlong into the wall of the brickhouse. “People were
trying to murder it” says Gloria Gaynor.”
In 1979 there were 15 disco No 1’s on the US chart out of 26 chart toppers. In 1980 there were
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3 out of 16. Surprising in retrospect, and certainly something most Four Seasons fans were not
aware of….and something not anticipated by Frankie and Bob Gaudio as in 1979 Bob Crewe
was trying to revive Frankie’s fortunes and a new album was being recorded. But Bob Crewe
was reportedly unhappy with the result and re-recorded it “with Valli spending up to 14
hours in the studio at one time”, .according to George Ingram. The LP was finished and a
new single ‘Passion For Paris’ was lined up for single release. The US Newsletter advised
that a whole album of disco numbers was recorded for release in the fall of 1979 but it was decided not to release the album and five disco tracks were selected to go with a series of ballads. The release date slipped further back.
Gaudio and Valli were also in 1979 found working with the Alessi Bros on their LP ‘Words and
Music’ with the title track and 2 others produced by Bob Gaudio - ‘Midnight Low’ and ‘Evil
Man’ with Frankie Valli doing back-up vocals on this disco targeted 5 minute 18 second track.
No chart entry resulted though. This collaboration was in return for the 2 songs the brothers
had contributed to the ‘Valli’ album back in 1976. (‘Easily’ and ‘So She Says’)
The US fan club was reported in October 1979 to be in financial difficulty too and no newsletters were coming out. Inflation and spiraling printing costs which combined with postage costs
and production time for the newsletter meant people didn’t get to know what was going on.
(unlike today with the www….these were very different times) Membership obviously dropped
dramatically. A US fan club Vice-President Steve Bailey resigned due to “non-co-operation
difficulties” and communication from the Partnership was sporadic.
With the record industry in some distress as a result of a deflating disco market ‘Passion For
Paris’ MCA 572 finally came out on 11th April 1980. Bob Crewe and soon to be new Four Season Jerry Corbetta wrote the song as a medley with ‘An American in Paris’ and it was targeted at the disco market.
But musically times were about to change and by 1981 the chart would be dominated by FM
Rock and power ballads as Steve Knopper describes…..“The reason disco died was economic, but it wasn’t really a decision. As always, record labels went were the sales
were, and for much of the late 70s that was disco….When disco fans stopped buying,
record stores around the US suddenly found themselves inundated with millions of unwanted LP’s. The stores had to return them to the labels. It was a recipe for music business disaster, and in 1979, labels started to crash. Sales plummeted that year by almost
11% after more than a decade of growth….Casablanca Records imploded…and almost
killed PolyGram Records…CBS’s flamboyant attack-dog Chairman Walter Yetnikoff, declared the industry “in the intensive care ward”
1979 had not been a good year for the music industry. Charlie Calello told us..”Basicaly,
around 1979, the industry found out what the record companies were doing….back then
the way the ‘record companies’ could work was the they could ship records out and
once they shipped them to a store, they could log them as records sold and what they
would do is wait for the returns...so what would happen is that if they wanted to get a
record high on the charts is that they would press a miliion /two million records and
send them out, so accounting for record sales, when maybe they would only sell
200,000 and they’d have to take 1.8m back: but what they did was hike the record to
make the profit centres look good on their balance sheets and they did this for many
years, abusing the priviledge with the retailers until the RIAA made a switch, when they
realized that some of these records really weren’t selling and they couldn’t chart reThe Rise and Fall of The NEW Four Seasons 1966 to 1977—
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cords to be Gold or Platinum until they really had sales….and the record companies
started getting bombarded with returns,,,and this was the brilliant move on the part of
the ‘racketeers’ who started to bootleg records and put them in boxes and ship them
back to the record companies and they would have to pay them returns without ever
opening the cartons. When the record companies started to know what was going on it
was already too late and they got scammed out of millions of dollars. And then what
happened when they started to sell them off as ‘cut-outs’ they found out that many of
the records were bootlegs and not the real masters and sometimes they were not even
the records on the labels. It was a fiasco and the Corporations finally shut the record
companies down and stopped that sort of accounting”. Such accounting abuses can only
go on for so long and by 1979 the ‘scam’ was exposed. Coupled with this exposure Billboard
reported record companies were feeling the decline with sales at an all time low. Private Stock
had gone bankrupt and getting a new deal with Warner-Curb seemed at risk for The Partnership when one exec said..”we are cutting back on borderline releases”.
A determined effort was being put into re-marketing the group and re-establishing the sales
achieved in 1976 and 1977. We didn’t know it at the time but Valli and his ‘re-united’ Four
Seasons had little chance of success. They were fortunate however that Warner-Curb were
commissioning a ‘Re-United ‘Live’ ‘album. The lost opportunity to build on the success and
world wide reputation of the group after the ‘Who Loves You’ album was perhaps being realised and a clear attempt to resurrect the groups popularity was apparent. Re-connecting with
the public was clearly the aim. Frankie Valli was determined to put every effort into reestablishing himself and the ‘new’ group with the public but as ‘Frankie Valli and The Four
Seasons’ . With the prospect of a ‘live’ album Frankie needed an experienced keyboard
player and arranger/conductor. A new Four Season, Jerry Corbetta came in as preparations
for the ‘live’ double album where underway. Jerry had performed with the group ‘Sugarloaf’ a
Denver, Colorado based rock and roll band that performed from 1973 to 1975. Jerry had met
Bob Crewe in 1975 when he was the band leader of the The Jam Band on the Disco-Tex and
The Sex-O-Lets first album.
After a delay over ‘contractual problems’ the NEW ‘new’ Four Seasons..(sic!) assembled for
rehearsal for a major tour . After performances at Valley Forge on 2-4th May the Four Seasons
flew into the UK for 13 concerts to promote the VERY BEST OF FRANKIE VALLI album
(MCA3198), the ‘Passion For Paris’ single. The aim was to re-capture the ‘sound’ of the old
group that had toured in 1976 and 77 and re-establish the group’s identity as well as Valli’s
‘solo’ image. No images of the group line-up were included in the brochure just of Valli and his
wife Mary-Ann and the group line-up listing appears in small print on one page. The key to the
tours success would be the UK promoters The Kruger Organisation and their management
skill.
The Jeffrey Kruger Organization who commissioned the tour said that the Valli tour grossed
$260,000 with ticket prices around $10 at fifteen (actually 13 due to cancellations) 2, 000 seat
concert halls. The management of the tour was probably the best ever and the access to the
group for fans was appreciated by all who met and chatted with them.
Key additions to personnel which would help tie the new show format together for the forthcoming decade was the inclusion of Richard Garcia – long-standing friend of Valli and top percussionist. Guitarist Larry Lingle and notably Robbie Robinson joined the band, and is still
Frankie’s musical director today…30 years on (the longest ever Four Season, apart from Bob
and Frankie). Using synthesizers he was able to replace the usual string quartet we had seen
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UK 1980 Tour Dates

11th May Brighton Center Brighton
13th Royal Albert Hall London
16th Apollo Theatre Manchester
17th Odeon Birmingham
18th The Hippodrome Bristol
20th DeMontford Hall Leicester
21st City Hall, Hull
23rd Apollo Theatre Glasgow
24th Usher Hall Edinburgh
25th Capitol Theatre Aberdeen
26th New Theatre Southport
29th Guild Hall Portsmouth
1st June New Theatre Oxford

No images of the group line-up
were included in the brochure
just of Valli and his wife MaryAnn and the group line-up listing appears in small print on
one page. The key to the tours
success would be the UK promoters The Kruger Organisation
and their management skill.
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in previous tours. The very talented
Toby Tyler provided a strong female
voice to the harmony sound and to
Valli’s duets.
The concert routine was to remain an
oldies medley format with the new solo
album tracks interspersed in a 17
number 90/120 minute show. The concerts were a huge success and fans
seemed to forget the loss of the
‘missing’ former Seasons. The
‘group sound’ for some, was as good
as ever….and the Kruger team invested time and effort with the group
personnel to meet and greet fans before and after concerts. Although
Frankie Valli suffered flu during the
tour and was not hitting the notes as
well as in the past, the group helped
carry him. Clearly getting Gerry and
Don to return was a key part in the
tours success….and everyone was
talking positively of a return tour for
Toby Tyler and Frankie Valli in duet at Manchester 1980
1981.
The group returned to the USA and commenced a summer 1980 six week tour during which
the double ‘live’ album was recorded. The USA fan club resumed operations under Bill Witkowski and fans started to return.
The recovery with the fans was going well and
the momentum of the tour would allow the
‘Live’ album to be issued with touring continuing into 1981 and perhaps back onto the World
scene as Europe and Australia were considered.
The ‘Re-union Concert Tour’ and ‘Live’ album comprised Frankie Valli and a Four Seasons of Gerry Polci, Don Ciccone, Jerry Corbetta and Larry Lingle.. But it was not a good
time to launch the single and an album like
‘Heaven Above Me’ MCF 3081 with its strong
disco focus. Notwithstanding the earlier stories
of Bob Crewe producing the ‘solo’ album it was
clear Bob Gaudio was not relinquishing control.
He produced 3 of the albums tracks and retaining overall production credit with Bob Crewe
who co-penned four of the tracks. A disco and
ballad album by Valli, it was reminiscent of his
1976 efforts. A year too late it seems….or did it have a chance with a tour and promotion
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Bob Gaudio had returned from his efforts producing Neil Diamond’s ‘September Morn’ album
to help produce and appear on the ’Re-United ‘Live’’ album (Warner-Curb 66098) But it
nearly ended in disaster as Rex Woodard’s 1981 article in Goldmine tells us…“The Group
was doing an open-air free concert in Philadelphia (July 5th 1980) when a sudden gust of
wind and rain toppled two huge light standards right on top of the group Ambulances
rushed Polci, Corbetta and several others to the hospital. When the smoke cleared
$125,000 worth of the group’s equipment lay demolished. Corbetta had a broken hand
and Polci’s back had painful burns. Gaudio agreed to make an extraordinarily rare
stage appearance to help Corbetta out on keyboards. This surprised no one since
Gaudio had played on every past Four Seasons record and otherwise would’ve lost his
distinction as a member. Old colleague Calello a “Season” briefly in prior decades
(1958 and 1965) promised to fill in vocally for Polci if required. Polci’s injuries healed
rapidly so Calello got off the hook. Calello nevertheless stayed around to co-produce
the album with Gaudio. His presence did add further credibility to the Four Seasons
identity with old fans. Concerts on July 12 and 13 went on tape and an album was
mixed.” Two new songs written by Gaudio/Parker appeared on the album and would also be
released as singles. ‘Spend The Night In Love’ featured Gerry Polci predominantly on lead
vocals and ‘Heaven Must Have Sent You’ (WBS49685) was a Frankie Valli vocal lead. It was
rumoured that much of the album was re-recorded in the studio and some fans felt the ‘live’
feel that they recalled was stifled in the production and mastering process.
Rex Woodard again…“Warner-Curb intended to release the concert compilation as “The
Four Seasons Live”. A last minute marketing decision in January 1981 caused them to
opt for “Frankie Valli – 4 Seasons: Reunited Live”. Warner-Curb considered Valli to be
one of the Seasons and that they avoid the label Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons
whenever possible.”
The Re-united group toured continuously during the summer months with Kentucky, New York
State, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Georgia, Maryland, North Carolina and Rhode Island visited in August alone
But August 16th 1980 changed everything for Frankie Valli when his 20 year old daughter Francine was found dead from a drug overdose in a tragic and upsetting incident. She died from
complications resulting from mixing Quaaludes and alcohol. She was 20 and had aspired to be
a singer herself. The public were told it was pneumonia at the time but the ‘circumstances’
have never been fully revealed. Jersey Boys’ portrayal is apparently a fiction so we have been
told and is certainly chronologically inaccurate. Frankie’s personal life, he has kept private and
that is a right all the fans respected.
We rarely had a glimpse of Frankie Valli’s private life back then and even now we only have a
few interviews and the Jersey Boys script to assess it…..but the Crawdaddy interview back in
February 1977 gave a picture of the real difficulties of having a ‘performing’ father ... “With
Frankie’s mother’s health failing and Frankie himself due to be hospitalized soon, the
holiday mood around the Castelluccio household is somewhat subdued. I am rising to
go when a petite girl of about 18 descends from upstairs. Antonia Valli, Frankie’s eldest
daughter, has been living with here grandparents since a recent falling out with her
mother, who presently resides in nearby Bloomfield with Antonia’s younger sister Francine and stepsister, Celia.
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Antonia is waiting for her boyfriend to pick her up, and so we chat. Possessed with an
inordinate amount of poise for a girl her age, she admits she grew up “too fast”.
“My father couldn’t always be home when I was growing up but I think it was more upsetting to him than us”, she offers timorously. “He hardly has any time to himself but
he never forgot to call me on a birthday or a holiday – never. I was out in California with
my father last year before his last ear operation and he said ‘I have some time off. We’ll
spend some time together, do some fun things and just have a good time!’
“I said, ‘Great!’ But most of the time it was spent going to meet this writer or eat dinner
with that one. The little time he does have to himself, I don’t know how he does it
‘cause he’s always gotta be ten-in-one all the time. But still it’s incredible how he remembers everything”.
Antonia has nothing to say about her mother; her parents’ parting was a painful one for
all concerned. She has glowing praise however for her father’s second spouse.
“Mary Ann is tops with me”, she says. “She’s all for my father and stuck by him
through his troubles. She told me that after the last operation he had to be in quiet seclusion for at least a month. I didn’t realise myself how bad it was for him until I was
over his apartment in Fort Lee one afternoon when the phone rang. My father asked me
to answer it and I said ‘Hello – Aaaah!’ The receiver was so loud I couldn’t talk into it
because it hurt my ear!
“I was so afraid my father would be left without hearing, that he could never talk to me
or hear my voice again. I wanted to tell him all the things I feel now so that he could
hear me say them”.
Frankie’s hearing problems are not in the ‘Jersey Boys’ script but the family relationships and
the pressures of being on the road as portrayed in the play are perhaps captured by this article. Antonia would go on to marry Four Season Gerry Polci and they would have 2 children
together before their eventual divorce.
Motown celebrated their 20th Anniversary in August 1980
with a series of Superstars album releases. Vol 4 (M5104V1) containing 9 tracks saw Motown showcasing
Frankie Valli and The Four Seasons, by re-visiting their
released tracks from 1972 to 74. None of the 4 dozen
unreleased tracks in the Motown vaults appeared.
Frankie was devastated by the tragic death of Francine
and to make matters worse his seven year marriage to
Mary Ann was in trouble. But he had contract obligations
and after taking September and October off, he and the
group resumed work in November and continued to work
through into 1981… (including a record breaking crowd
at West Orange, New Jersey’s South Mountain Arena,
just a stones throw from Frankie’s home town of Newark)
…….but the US dates continued to be below the standard fans had come to expect. The tour
finished with a date in Canada before a special show at Westbury Music Fair on 7th December
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Frankie and the group flew into the UK on 27th February 1981 for a 14 date tour and several TV and radio promos for the ‘Heaven Above Me’ album. A fan club presentation was made to Valli of a commemorative gift at the Victoria Apollo show. (A Royal Doulton cut glass tankard).
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notable for the appearance of Nick Massi. Nick who was in the audience was called up on
stage by Frankie and performed on a medley of early 60s hits.
Despite the attacks on the disco market by rock fans the ‘Heaven Above Me’ (MCA #5134)
album survived and was set for January 1981 release. The highlight was clearly the disco focused medley, ‘Soul/Heaven Above Me’. Although released on 45 and 12” single
(MCA103.341) and well performed in concert during the late US 1980 tour and subsequent
1981 tour of the UK in February and March, the single only crept up to #63 in the UK chart following its January release. In the USA the album entered the ‘Billboard Disco Top 100’ at#77
on December 6th 1980 and rose to #21
In the UK and the single ‘Heaven Must Have Sent You/Sherry Medley’ was released on
Warner Bros 17764 in February 1981 and achieved no success. The ‘A’ side wasn’t the expected Gaudio –Parker song or the Elgin’s’ Motown classic but a new song penned by unknown writers Price-Walsh. The emergence of rap and the new sounds spawned by the punkera where attracting the young audiences. Valli’s audience was mainly over 25 and finding a
hit style for younger and older fans was a problem. This track lacked anything special!!
The US fan club had re-surfaced led by Bill Witkowski and a huge effort was put into a 23
page Newsletter which included a personal message from Frankie all focused on recovering
the ground lost with the 1977 ‘split’ and to promote the ‘solo’ and ‘Live’ albums.
Frankie and the group flew into the UK on 27th February 1981 for a 14 date tour and several
TV and radio promos for the ‘Heaven Above Me’ album. Frankie brought with him a “very petite dark-haired young lady” according to Lynn Boleyn. Randy Chloe was Frankie’s “wifeto-be” according to Jim Henry who was back as road manager. The UK fan club worked very
hard to support the group and fans and to help them get to meet with Frankie although the
heavy security caused some difficulties. Promoters Howard and Jeffrey Kruger supported the
fan club really well and provided access to the group after several shows. Everyone wondered
why good communication to the fans only happened on the tours.
Union problems with UK musicians insisting on backing the band prevented some TV appearances and lack of chart action prevented a Top Of The Pops appearance. Frankie suffering
from a throat problem wasn’t able to perform as fans had remembered and his ballad performances were the worst seen by UK audiences. A 25 minute version of ‘Grease’ was highly criticised by fans. Audience response to the show generally was ‘low key’ and the excitement of
previous shows wasn’t being re-captured. Manchester first show was very poor with sound
problems and the band losing co-ordination at one stage. Nottingham was the ‘stand-out’
show…with a standing audience…and with the atmosphere and the excellent sound system it
was electric.
A fan club presentation was made to Valli of a commemorative gift at the Victoria Apollo show.
(A Royal Doulton cut glass tankard). The final show at Lewisham was full of pranks including a
nude model to disrupt Jerry Corbetta’s singing. Talc covered drums and spaghetti all over
Gerry during his ‘Grease’ drum solo. The show finished with Jim Henry sweeping the stage
whilst the group still performed and Howard Kruger (the promoter) coming on with a custard
pie which Gerry promptly put in his face. Frankie concluded matters by introducing band members amongst smoke bombs and streamers. As Lynn Boleyn commented….”The place was in
an absolute uproar”. Afterwards Gerry thanked the fan club for all their hard work….”You
guys do a fantastic job, I don’t know what we’d do without you – keep plugging that new
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The US Newsletter
included a personal
letter from Frankie
Valli to win back
their support for the
new line-up and
tour.
record”. Don Ciccone said
they had had “a gruelling
time” and were exhausted.
They couldn’t wait to get
home. To all intents and purposes the UK fans were appreciated even though at
times the group members
seemed strained and disinterested. A commitment to
on-going communication
with the fan club was promised.
The albums sold comparatively well in the UK but without chart action, but the Four
Seasons singles where just
competent ‘pop’ songs without any originality or magic.
Even with two re-united former Four Seasons there was something missing.
If Valli was under pressure from the tragedies of two deaths in his family (in the February his
adopted daughter from his first marriage to Mary, Celia Sabin Shelleck who was only in her
20s was also killed in a fall) he was attempting to hide them in 1981 as he met fans and joked
after concerts at Valley Forge as a US national tour was planned for 1982 as well as another
UK Tour with the Kruger Organisation.
Frankie’s father suffered a stroke in the summer and after treatment in California returned to
his home in Newark
But by the end of October 1981 Frankie was reported to be exhausted after shows and an “air
of tension” was reported by fans. The news of Frankie’s father’s death filtered through as the
year closed and the planned 1982 Tour of the UK was in serious doubt. Communications
which had been so firmly established with the UK Society during the 1980 and 1981 tours had
become non-existent
A single ‘Spend The Night In love B/W Slip Away’ Warner-Curb 49597 came out in the USA
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but sold very badly. It debuted in the Billboard Hot 100 at #96 on 15th December
1981 rose to #91 on 3rd January 1982
and then dropped out. Somehow, The
Four Seasons’ story had continued into
1982 with a European Tour planned in
March and recording sessions in April but
cracks that showed in the 1981 UK visit
threatened to become a chasm.
The studio session booked for April saw
8 tracks laid done for album release. One
song…’You’re Never Too Old To Rock
and Roll’ allegedly written by Frankie
Valli and Jerry Corbetta began to appear
in concerts. It didn’t excite US audiences
at all and although an album release on
WEA in early 1982 was mooted no album
was forthcoming.
Warner-Curb didn’t invest in new photos for the single picture sleeve. They simply used a photo of the
old group.

The groups line-up was about to change
yet again with the arrival of Chuck Wilson
who would remain a Four Season until
the 90s., Polci, Ciccone and Corbetta would leave the group and news started to dry up and
the prospects for the future faded. The pressure wasn’t helped as the record industry continued to spiral into recession and Warner Bros laid off 1000 people.
The cancellation of a planned 1982 tour was the final straw for many UK fans. Years of lack of
communication from the Four Seasons Partnership and broken promise re the group and record releases finally took its toll. Many were totally disenchanted. It seemed that everything
built from 1973 had collapsed. Gerry was gone…and so too Don. The last link with the group
that had given the Four Seasons their biggest hit ever had somehow been broken. The whole
identity of Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons appeared to be collapsing despite the efforts
and investment in the ‘Re-United’ Tour. How would the re-established and re-inforced fan
clubs react.? Without communication it seemed the band didn’t exist any more.
The fans might have continued to support the group if communications and management had
been better….and if the group had stayed stable and found a style and quality like they had
achieved in 1975, 76 and 77. Fans had forgiven the sacking of the band in 1977 and followed
and supported the attempt to re-establish the Four Seasons name with Frankie Valli as its
leader. It was now evident that the music/record business with its inherent corruption had
changed as had society with recession and austerity. Whilst the merging Corporations were
reeling as sales dived, they saw FRANKIE VALLI and the FOUR SEASONS now as simply an
‘oldies group’ that had no modern style (like the British ‘new wave’ groups) that the wider
public could relate too. The continued support from the small group of dedicated fans didn’t
seem to mean anything to the Partnership. Was this really the end of The Four Seasons?
References: Goldmine Article – The Four Seasons - A Lesson in Survival by Rex Woodard 1981: “Out Of Season” by
John Paiva (unpublished biography); Four Seasons UK Appreciation Society Newsletters: USA Newsletters by Steve
Bailey and Bill Witkowskis: Special thanks to : John Hornsby: Charles Calello: Lee Shapiro: Frank Rovello: Ken Charmer:
George Ingram: Lynn Boleyn: Photos courtesy of John Paiva and Brian Lomas; Pic sleeves courtesy of Ray Nichol:
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